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Price Sheet /Digital Wedding Photograrphy
All costs are estimates and reflect approximate final prices. Costs for work done may change, based on unforseen difficulty of actual work completed.

Please be advised we will not accept prints marked with a copyright of anykind unless the copyright is out of date, or has not been renewed. 
All repeat clients receive a 10% discount on every order they place.

Wedding Photography Plans

Deluxe Program  (Level 1)

 Everything but the kitchen sink. 
  Includes complete coverage: Before, during and after coverage. 
  Before. Photography of wedding party and immediate families; parents, brothers and sisters, children, 
  if there are any, grand parents or relatives with special significance. Some special request pictures.
  During. Coverage of the ceremony; walking down the aisle, father giving up the bride, any special moments, 
  readings, exchange of rings, lighting of the candle, blessing of the couple, walking back down the aisle. 
  Views from the balcony if appropriate.
  After. Special photographs with bride and groom, bridal party, relatives, parents  and friends. Coverage of the 
  reception, dinner, toast by best man, father dancing with daughter, dancing, garter throwing, bouquet toss, 
  other special request pictures. A Photo Album is included. The number of pictures varies with each    
  wedding; there is a minimum of 30 pages per album. This package includes a DVD of selected images. 
  Total Cost $2000

Maximum Program (Level 2)

  Before and during coverage. 
  Before. Photography of wedding party and immediate families; parents, brothers and sisters, children, 
  if there are any, grand parents or relatives with special significance. Some special request pictures.
  During. Coverage of the ceremony; walking down the aisle, father giving up the bride, any special moments, 
  readings, exchange of rings, lighting of the candle, blessing of the couple, walking back down the aisle. 
  Views from the balcony if appropriate. A Photo Album is included. The number of pictures varies with    
  each wedding; there is a minimum of 20 pages per album. This package includes a DVD of selected images.  
             Total Cost $1500

Budget Program (Level 3)
  During. Coverage of the ceremony; walking down the aisle, father giving up the bride, any special moments, 
  readings, exchange of rings, lighting of the candle, blessing of the couple, walking back down the aisle. 
  Views from the balcony if appropriate. This package includes a DVD of selected images. A Photo Album is an op-  
  tional request. The number of pictures varies with each wedding; there is a minimum of 14 pages per album. Cost of   
  a photo album is $250.
  Total Cost $850

Normal amount of pictures is 125 to 175 excellent photographs, depending on the package. Amount of pictures may vary due to cir-
cumstances of the wedding event.

Payment schedule; 50% at contract agreement, remaining 50% due on the day of the wedding. 


